
7 most vital Tips to assist you to study Koran on-line 
Memorizing the Holy Koran could be a deed that has got to be done by all Muslims, whether or not 

females or males, children or adults for several reasons. the primary reason is that hifz Quran or Quran 

Memorization results in a more robust relationship with God. The second reason is that their square 

measure nice rewards for those UN agencies study the Koran. 

 

 

The Prophet (peace and blessings of God be upon him) says “It are same to the companion of the Quran: 

Recite and rise in standing, recite as you accustomed recite within the world, for your standing are at 

the last verse that you simply recite.” Nowadays, due to the large development in technology and web, 

there square measure an outsized variety of on-line Koran academies that facilitate Muslims round the 

globe to study Koran on-line. 

 

Here square measure seven tips that assist you to succeed in the simplest thanks to study Koran online: 

1- Sincerity: 

You should have the sincere intention that you simply need to study the Koran to please God and to get 

the good rewards that God has ready for those UN agencies study the Koran. The Prophet (peace and 

blessings of God be upon him) says “Actions square measure judged in line with the intentions” 

therefore if the person doesn't have a sincere intention, he/ she is going to not improve their 

relationship with God or maybe get any of those rewards ready for hafiz of the Koran. 

 

2- Set a Koran memorization schedule: 

Memorizing the Holy Koran could be a massive task, therefore setting a selected time to study Koran 

on-line and jutting thereto can create it a lot of easier for you. Also, opt for a peaceful place within 

which you'll study the Koran simply so as to form certain that you simply won't be interrupted or 

distracted. 

 

3- Consistency: 

You should follow the schedule that you simply have set for Koran memorization on-line and ne'er miss 

on a daily basis while not memorizing even one verse. there's no weekend in worship. 

 

4- perceive the meaning: 
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In order to form hafiz Koran simple task for you, browse the interpretation of the Surah that you simply 

need to study. The interpretation allows you to link the verses with one another and knowing the which 

means of every verse can create it stick in your mind quickly and simply. 

 

5- Short Surah: 

Begin with a brief surah to study from Juza’ Amma whether or not your associate adult or a child. that's 

as a result of the verses square measure little and this can assist you and create it easier for you to study 

the Koran. 

 

6- Listening and Repetition: 

You should hear the pronunciation of the verse before reciting it alone so as to form certain that you 

simply square measure reading the Koran with tajweed rules in such verse from Husna Technologies. 

when you study the verse that you simply have detected, keep repetition it perhaps five times or a lot of 

to form certain that it's stuck into your mind. Also, recite the Surah that you simply study in your prayer 

as this can be differently of repetition. 

 

 

Moreover, after you study quite one surah, revise all of them once each five days as an example. you'll 

additionally repeat the new verses simply} just have memorized whereas you're doing all of your daily 

tasks. of these ways in which can create it a lot of easier for you and can create it stick in your mind. 

 

7- Get skilled help: 

Memorizing the Holy Koran with knowledgeable teacher can create the task terribly simple for you, 

because the knowledgeable tutor can really offer you with the opposite six tips mentioned higher than. 

So, you ought to opt for the correct on-line Koran academy that gives the simplest Koran memorization 

categories and best on-line Koran lecturers. 

 

 

In Riwaq Al-Azhar Institute, we offer the simplest on-line Koran memorization with tajweed categories 

beneath the steering of the foremost skilled and qualified on-line Koran tutors UN agency can assist you 

in your journey of memorizing the Koran. 
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